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On April 9 the annual Arctic day had already broken at the Pole.
Even at Spitsbergen, half a thousand miles away, nights had become
mere midnight periods of twilight, so rapidly does one gain on the
sun when moving up over the northern shoulders of the earth in
spring. But at Tromso at five o'clock in the morning, the hour we
sailed, it was still dark as pitch, a cold rain beating against our faces,
fog draping the harbour.
The Arctic Ocean did not disappoint us. Just outside of Skaaro
Sound we ran into a thick gale and blizzard. The radio informed
us that the storm centre was still west of the coast. We therefore
turned back, signalling the Hobby to follow, and about noon
reached a quiet anchorage in the sound. Meanwhile, we had lost
the Hobby in the thick weather. She had no radio and, as we found
out later, had misread our signals; in spite of the tempest and her
top-heavy condition, keeping on for Spitzbergen.
This was a great anxiety to us, for if anything should happen to
the Hobby, the expedition would be wrecked. Prior to sailing, our
two little boats had agreed to stay together to render mutual
assistance, if it became necessary. At four o'clock in the afternoon
the storm had moderated a little, and we decided to set out after the
Hobby. We crept along the shores of the sound, peering into every
fjord and inlet, but found no trace of the missing motor-ship. Snow
squalls frequently smothered us in. Outside, the storm seemed as
violent as ever; but this time we did not turn back, but in a whoop-
ing gale set a course direct for the island of Bjorneb'en, off the
south end of Spitzbergen.
I have voyaged in small boats on rough seas in my time, but
never have I seen a vessel dance, pitch, and roll as crazily as did
the Farm during the next forty-eight hours. Everyone was seasick,
I think—even the officers on the bridge. As I have related, Amund-
sen and I slept in the dining-saloon, and it was during this storm
that the Norse explorer uttered his disparagement of the sea which
I quoted in a preceding chapter. Our overcoats, hanging on hooks,
at one moment were flattened against the wall as though pressed
down by invisible weights; the next they stood out stiffly parallel
with the floor. Everything loose slid together in confusion. A box
of Havana cigars broke, and there were cigars everywhere in the
dining-saloon, even in bed with us. In the galley a loose galvanised

